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Praise for Charlot King and her new
gripping cosy murder mystery: If you love
Darwin College Cambridge & murder
mystery books Alumna @queencharlot
novel Poison is made for you! Darwin
College, Cambridge @DarwinCollege
Twitter Murder in Cambridge? Check out
the new novel by local author
@queencharlot...a truly gripping read!
Cambridge Literary Festival @camlitfest
Twitter
Captivating Cosy Murder
Mystery! Join the fast growing number of
readers of POISON, and curl up with this
cosy English crime story. If you enjoy
intelligent
storytelling,
strong
and
vulnerable characters with twists and turns
of plot, then youll love this compelling
whodunnit. When junior lecturer, Edward
Wiley, dies an horrifically painful death
and police pathology cannot establish the
cause, amateur sleuth Professor Elizabeth
Green is desperate to help, especially as it
happened in her own back garden on the
river. A professor of poisons, Professor
Green is determined to find the murderer
before there is more death on the cobbles
of Cambridge. When the dean of Benets
College seems to be involved, when other
fellows keep tight lipped, and even
Inspector Abley is spending too much time
on the golf course instead of investigating,
it feels like the killer will strike again.
Following another grisly murder, a tense
Inspector Abley realises he cant solve this
crime without Elizabeth. With people
dropping like flies, Elizabeths unbridled
curiosity embroil this meddling sleuth right
in the heart of this mysterious case in this
historic city. Fans of Agatha Christies
Miss Marple and Colin Dexters Inspector
Morse will like this story, as it celebrates
everything traditional and eccentric about
some of the lives and customs in the heart
of the historic city of Cambridge;
characters are quite simply caught up in the
majesty of this most beautiful place in
England. Hugely popular local Cambridge
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author makes historic city in England leap
off the page with POISON, this gripping
debut, the first in the Cambridge Murder
Mystery Series. Book two is also out spin
And what of Professor Elizabeth Green?...
In her fifties, this female protagonist is
quintessentially English. An eccentric
professor in her ivory tower, she maintains
a sharp wit, yet is flawed by her inability to
connect well with people, instead giving
off a cold, opinionated and sometimes
acerbic air. Though very kind to all animals
(dogs, cats and the rest!) - a vegan - and a
great gardener, in truth she keeps her
friends close, and only lets a few dear
people into her world. We pick up with
Elizabeth having been on a break from
solving crimes. Devastated by her
husbands death just a year ago, she hates to
feel invisible or let her life pass her by.
Both the bumbling and kind Inspector
Abley, and her effete grandson, Godric,
who is at the university and living with her
at the moment, think she should steer clear
of getting involved with the police for a
while. But no matter how strong their
protests, Elizabeth is determined to be
useful again. And what of the setting?...
POISON is set in Cambridge. The murder
mystery takes place in this city in England
which features heavily. If you like
Cambridge, either you live there or may
have visited, or even used to study there,
then this story involving the female
protagonist Elizabeth Green will transport
you. Try Poison, make a cuppa and put
your feet up for a bit of escapism.
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Cursed (Cambridge Murder Mysteries Book 2) - Poison (Cambridge Murder Mysteries, #1) and Cursed (Cambridge
Murder Mysteries, #2) Poison: Medicine, Murder, and Mystery High Intermediate Book with Charlot King is the
author of Poison, book one in the Cambridge Murder Mysteries series. Charlot has started writing book two, which will
be out next year! Poison is the first in the Cambridge Murder Mysteries Series. From time to time Cambridgeshire
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police, especially Inspector Abley, call on her skills to help poison: cambridge murder mysteries by charlot king Cursed (Cambridge Murder Mysteries, #2) by Charlot King Dec 14, 2015 Charlot King is the author of Poison,
book one in the Cambridge Murder Mysteries series. Charlot has started writing book two, which will be out Cursed
(Cambridge Murder Mysteries Book 2) - Kindle edition by Cambridge Poison (Cambridge Murder #1) First
MysteriesBooks MysteriesMurder 1PoisonCambridge. Poison (Cambridge Murder #1) Cambridge Murder Mysteries
series by Charlot King - Goodreads Praise for Charlot King and her new gripping whodunnnit murder mystery: If you
love Darwin College Cambridge & murder mystery books Alumna Cursed (Cambridge Murder Mysteries Book 2) Charlot King writes the Cambridge Murder Mystery series which is set in of plant sciences at the University of
Cambridge, specialising in poisonous flora. poison: cambridge murder mysteries by charlot king - One of them is
the book entitled Poison: Cambridge Murder MysteriesBy Charlot King. This book gives the reader new knowledge and
experience. This online Poison Cambridge Murder Mysteries by Charlot King - eBay Cursed (Cambridge Murder
Mysteries Book 2) by [King, Charlot] . King Cambridge murder series continuing to develop the central characters from
Poison. poison: cambridge murder mysteries by charlot king - Jan 9, 2014 9781107692497: Cambridge-Discovery
Interactive Readers High 1. Poison: Medicine, Murder, and Mystery High Intermediate Book with Poison (Cambridge
Murder #1) First Mysteries Pinterest Murders Publisher : Beautiful Day Cambridge Ltd Binding : Paperback
Number of Pages : 476. Edition : 1. Publication Date : 2015-12-14. Product Group : Book EAN : Poison (Cambridge
Murder Mysteries, #1) by Charlot King Poison: Medicine, Murder, and Mystery High Intermediate Book with Online
Access (Cambridge Discovery Series: Cambridge Discovery Interactive Readers Books - Charlot king Dec 14, 2015
Yeah, checking out an e-book Poison: Cambridge Murder Mysteries By of Poison, book one in the Cambridge Murder
Mysteries series. I Hope I Dont Intrude: Privacy and its Dilemmas in - Google Books Result Cursed has 7 ratings
and 2 reviews. Damaskcat said: I was a little disappointed with this book having enjoyed the first one in the series. It
started wel Cambridge Murder Mysteries By Charlot King - Charlot King is the author of Poison, book one in the
Cambridge Murder Mysteries series. Charlot has started writing book two, which will be out next year! Poison:
Medicine, Murder, and Mystery High Intermediate Book with Apr 2, 2017 Charlot Kings new Cambridge Murder
Mysteries debuts with Poison. Bringing this delightful first in a series proves to be one readers will enjoy. Poison CreateSpace Dec 14, 2015 Charlot King is the author of Poison, book one in the Cambridge Murder Mysteries series.
Charlot has started writing book two, which will be out British Themed Cozy Mysteries Cozy Mysteries Unlimited
Bureaucracy and Discipline from 1700 to the Present Day (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1. Edwin Baird, Paul Prys Poison
Pen. A Murder Mystery on Chicagos Gold His Paul Pry, who featured in a series of short stories, was a dapper amateur
: Poison: Cambridge Murder Mysteries Dec 14, 2015 Charlot King is the author of Poison, book one in the
Cambridge Murder Mysteries series. Charlot has started writing book two, which will be out Poison: Cambridge
Murder Mysteries: : Charlot King Mar 13, 2017 I now have Book 3 of the Cambridge Murder Mystery Series, At
first my sales were slow for my first novel Poison, and I wondered what Id [] Fee Download Poison: Cambridge
Murder Mysteries Caroline Shackleton and 1 more Poison: Medicine, Murder, and Mystery High Intermediate Book
with Online Publisher, Cambridge Discovery Education. Charlot King: Poison Auntiemwrites-Mystery Author M K
Graff Please feel free to suggest a British Themed Cozy Mystery Series that we may have Charlot King writes the
Cambridge Murder Mystery series which is set in of plant sciences at the University of Cambridge, specialising in
poisonous flora. Charlot king - Blog Series by Charlot King Poison Cursed Cambridge Murder Mysteries (2 books) by
Charlot King 3.86 avg rating 28 ratings Poison: Medicine, Murder, and Mystery High Intermediate Book with
Cursed is the second Charlotte King Cambridge murder series continuing to develop the central characters from Poison.
Story based around the city of Poison (Cambridge Murder Mysteries Book 1) eBook: Charlot King Editorial
Reviews. About the Author. Charlot King is the author of Poison, book one in the Cambridge Murder Mysteries series.
Charlot has started writing book [] Free Download Poison: Cambridge Murder Mysteries By Dec 14, 2015 Charlot
King is the author of Poison, book one in the Cambridge Murder Mysteries series. Charlot has started writing book two,
which will be out Charlot King (Author of Poison) - Goodreads Charlot King is the author of Poison, book one in the
Cambridge Murder Mysteries series. Charlot has started writing book two, which will be out next year! Poison
(Cambridge Murder Mysteries Book 1) - Kindle edition by Cursed is the second Charlotte King Cambridge murder
series continuing to develop the central characters from Poison. Story based around the city of Cambridge Murder
Mystery Series Cozy Mysteries Unlimited Charlot King is the author of Poison, book one in the Cambridge Murder
Mysteries series. Charlot has started writing book two, which will be out next year!
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